
Ship Building and Ballasts

Challenge Description
The Coast Guard needs your help! There’s an open-ocean rescue for a stuck
shipping barge, but their boats are much too fragile to transport hundreds of
people. Your challenge is to build a coast guard fisheries vessel and ballast the
ship at the right Design Waterline (DWL).

Materials
1 (or more) ship bodies ex. Plastic bottles, aluminum foil, styrofoam...
Scissors, hot glue gun (tape or other glue options will also work)
Writing utensils (pen, pencil, marker…)
Weights (marbles, sand, pebbles…)
Ruler (optional)

Rules
● Your ship must be able to float, but can be made of any material and in

any shape
● The ship must have a DWL on each side of the boat  (bow, stern,

starboard, port) from between ½ - ¾ up from the bottom
● You must ballast your ship until it sits at the DWL without tipping to one

side

Success
You are successful if you meet the following requirements:

1. Your ship floats
2. You ballasted the ship to sit levelly on the DWL

Investigate Further
Solving Seasickness - Ever felt like you were going to throw up driving in a car
or on a rollercoaster? That’s called motion sickness, and sailors have their own
unique kind of motion sickness: seasickness. We’ve learned how to make a
stable ship but as a shipmaker sometimes you want to design not just for
stability but also for comfort. Try exploring seasickness by rolling your ship (roll
one side of your ship all the way to the water without touching it to the water
and then let go). Try rolling an empty ship first, notice the speed that it bounces
back, how many times does it bob back and forth? Now try rolling your ballasted
ship. What changed? Which was more stable?


